
 

Purpose, Task, and Criteria 
A quick-start guide to your FLC 

Purpose 
The Purpose of Faculty Learning Communities (FLCs) are to give small groups of faculty 
(typically 8-10) the opportunity to engage in sustained, meaningful conversations about 
teaching and learning with supportive colleagues from across campus.  
 
Research shows that faculty who engage in FLCs have more confidence in their teaching, a 
better understanding of how their students learn, and are more willing to try new pedagogical 
approaches in their classrooms. Participation in FLCs has also been shown to increase scholarly 
activity and feelings of belonging at their institution, as well as increase feelings of 
connectedness between students and faculty. 

Task 
CLSs will: 



 
• A description of the change or innovation you have made to the assignment, activity, or 

course material. 
• What you hoped to accomplish with this change or innovation (i.e. your goal). 
• Did this change or innovation meet your expectations? 
• What was the outcome for your students? 
• What will you do differently next time? 
• What effect did your participation in this FLC have on your teaching?  

Criteria 
A CLS will be considered successful if they 1) organized and conducted regular meetings with 
their FLC participants, fostering a feeling of community amongst their members; 2) facilitated 
and supported their participants in making a change in their classrooms; 3) submitted their own 
critical reflection as detailed in the “task” section, and 4) compiled critical reflections from their 
FLC participants as detailed in the “task” section.  
 



 
Revised language where possible to be less legalistic, and more about showing why it is 
important for success in the course. My syllabus opens with a statement about a required 
performance that the theatre produces.  In the past it has said: 

Required Performances: Gordon theatre performances are free for Gordon Students 
with a student ID and take place in the Fine Arts Auditorium. !"#$%"&&"'($)$'*+ 
NOW.  If you cannot make one of the performances, you must DROP THE COURSE!! 

 
But now, in an attempt to highlight why it matters (while still holding firm on the importance of 
seeing the live play), I’ve changed the language to this: 

 
Required Performance: Gordon theatre performances are free for Gordon Students 
with a student ID and take place in the Fine Arts Auditorium.  
,-./0%1**$'23'(%"%435$%6$&78&)"'9$%*:3+%+$)$+*$&%3+%'8*%8'4;%$++$'*3"4%*8%*:$%$<6$&3$'9$%
87%2$5$4863'(%"66&$93"*38'=%"%)">8&%?&3*3'(%"++3(')$'*%3+%98''$9*$2%*8%?"*9:3'(%*:$%
64";@%A7%;8B%"&$%B'"C4$%*8%"**$'2%"';%87%*:$%2"*$+%C$48?=%64$"+$%+$$%)$%3))$23"*$4;%*8%
2$*$&)3'$%37%*:3+%98B&+$%3+%"%(882%73*%78&%;8B%

 
The former was certainly not a great way to welcome new students to my course.  Hopefully, 
the new statement will establish a less harsh tone, but still make clear the necessity of seeing 
the live performance.  There are places throughout the syllabus that, while not as severe as this 
one, probably don’t do much to encourage students to succeed in the course.   
 
I have re-worked my assignment descriptions to not only talk about what they involve, but also 
what I hope for the students to get out of each assessment.  This is to shift the language more 
towards the students seeing them as learning opportunities rather than hurdles to jump.   
 
Finally, I have looked through the syllabus to find places where I can shorten things—to edit out 
the parts that are unnecessary or unclear.  I have made use of hyperlinks where possible, to 
send students to a website for a policy statement or assignment description where possible.  
One of the largest issues I see consistently from term to term is that students don’t read the 
syllabus and it often hurts them academically in my course.  In the end, I want my students to 
look at the syllabus, feel welcome in the course, but also know exactly what will be expected of 
them if they want to succeed.   
 
I look forward to continuing my study of inclusive pedagogy next year.  I plan to present (along 
with my colleagues from the CLC at Gordon) something about Inclusive pedagogy at our CETL-



 
subject and continue looking through the resources made available to us in the PowerPoint 
from the workshop at beginning of the year.   
 
This FLC has challenged me to think about something that is incredibly important in my 
teaching, and to stretch in places where I thought I was pretty good already.  It’s also been nice 
to study together with 



 
assignments, it does appear that some of the students identified connections between 
scientific endeavors and their own interests or topics that they are passionate about. 

7. Based on the articles that the students chose and the comments that they included in 
their reflections, I gained insight into the topics and examples that my students found 
most interesting.  Next time that I employ a similar assignment, I will set the due dates 
for the assignments earlier within each course unit.  This will provide me with an 
opportunity to determine what the most popular sub-topics are within each unit and 
cover those in greater detail at the appropriate time in the semester. 

8. 



 
hand, became easier with time especially when approached as something new and different and 
not daunting and frustrating. They were in charge of their mindset. 
 
The outcome w


